
COMPONENTS OF ANIMAL FEED

Other components of Feeds Â· Summary Waxes form important energy storage compounds in plants and in some
animal components. Dietary lipid.

Consider the digestibility of the various foods that are used in farming. Basics The commercial sale and
industrial production of animal feeds has a history dating back as far as the s. When we come to consider the
digestibility of foods in the ruminant animal, the story is very different because ruminants eat very bulky foods
which are high in cellulose and lignin. Such complex carbohydrates cannot be digested by humans or, to any
appreciable extent, by dogs, cats, birds, or laboratory animals. This makes it important to have a good
knowledge of the digestibility of the different foods when deciding what to feed the various kinds of animals.
They are given a common name but are also, besides their straightforward chemical formula, given a specific
numerical designation, such as ; ; n-3; n-6; n-6; n-6; or n-3, for example. Corn gluten feed was first
manufactured in , while leading world feed producer Purina Feeds was established in by William Hollington
Danforth. Many of the vitamins are fat soluble and will be extracted by ether - thus the term crude lipid
content. Scraps fed to pigs are called slop , and those fed to chicken are called chicken scratch. However
protein acts as an energy source as well as a tissue builder and excessive levels of dietary protein may form an
expensive way to supply energy section 3. In , the feed industry was revolutionized by the introduction of the
first pelleted feeds - Purina Checkers. And so on. Animals need much more energy and more total feed for
growth, work, or milk production than for simple maintenance. It was during this time period that the
significance of balanced diets and nutrients in the diets of humans and animals was beginning to make steam
as a mainstream ideology. This similarity causes a great deal of confusion and printing errors not, I hope, in
this manual! Modern feeds are produced by carefully selecting and blending ingredients to provide highly
nutritional diets that both maintain the health of the animals and increase the quality of such end products as
meat, milk, or eggs. We are at the forefront of challenges, and we always follow up. During the 20th century,
concrete bunker silos for storage of silage became a common sight in many rural areas worldwide. Fat in feeds
has a high nutritive value because it is easily digested and because it supplies about two and one-quarter times
as much energy as an equal weight of starch or sugar. Please note that it is not possible to define all of the
terms used in food biochemistry here; you may need to consult 'further reading' for this purpose. Tables of
feed composition often refer to the crude fat level, by which is meant the material which can be removed from
the feed by ether extraction. In the designation n-6, for example, '20' means that there are 20 carbon atoms in
the chain. Start Your Free Trial Today Preservation of green forages such as beet leaves and corn maize plants
by packing them in pits in the earth has long been practiced in northern Europe. The idea of making silage as a
means of preserving and utilizing more of the corn plant was gradually developed in Europe and was taken
from France to the United States in the s. Fish are able to metabolize lipids readily particularly when deprived
of food, as during the migration of salmon, for example. Forage[ edit ] In this photo a herdsman from the
Maasai people watches as his cattle graze in the Ngorongoro crater , Tanzania. Dietary protein is therefore
essential for all animals. We have specialised in the agricultural industry and we know our customers well
enough to know what is important to them. It is necessary to know the moisture content of raw materials and
compound feeds as a check on their feeding requirements, for use in calculating analytical data on a dry matter
basis and also because moisture has an important function in determining the form of the diet see section 4.
This nomenclature may sound complex to those with little knowledge of biochemistry but it is necessary just
to know what the terminology means so that it is possible to understand references to different types of fatty
acids when fish and shrimp nutrition is being discussed. Suppose we want to know the digestibility of maize
when it its eaten by rats! Members of this group which have many 4 or more double bonds are sometimes
referred to as higher unsaturated fatty acids HUFA'S. The essential fatty acid EFA requirements of different
species vary but are not yet fully understood. Most early records refer to nomadic peoples who, with their
herds and flocks, followed the natural feed supplies. Phospholipids are components of cellular membranes.


